The author began by mentioning the principal variations found in the order Primates, as to the absolute and relative length of the pectoral limb with and without the m anus; and then taking each bone separately, described the modifications undergone by each in all the genera of the order*; as also the relative size of the segments and bones of the limb compared to each other and to the spine. The pelvic limb was then similarly treated of, and, in addition, its segments and bones were compared with the homotypal segments and bones of the pectoral limb.
ither; and that he, thus j u d g e d , evidently takes his place am inembers of the suborder Anthropoidea.
A list of the principal osteological variations presented by the several groups and genera of the order, before unmentioned, was then given; and he author concluded by stating what he believed to be the degrees of affi nity existing between the various forms, as far as could be ascertained from he consideration of the appendicular skeleton exclusively. Sir, -I have the honour to forward you an account of some actinomerical observations made last summer on the summit of Mont Blanc and at Jhamonix, and at the same time to thank the Committee of the Royal Society for the grant which they were so good as to vote me for that object.
I reached Chamonix on the 7th of July, in bad weather, which had been irevailing for some time, but which ushered in a fine week very opportunely or my work. After allowing a few days for the weather to settle and for he snow to consolidate, I left Chamonix in the afternoon of Friday the 13th br the Grands Mulets, having previously arranged for a corresponding eries of observations being taken the next morning in the valley. Leavag the Grands Mulets at about 2% a .m . on the 14th, I reached the summit tf Mont Blanc about 8 a .m ., and proceeded at once to work.
I had brought with me from England two of Newman's mountain-baroaeters, a thermobarometer of Casella, six small thermometers graduated on he stem (three for the dry-, and three for the wet-bulb observations), hree of the tubes described in Appendix (A), with two of the actinometers a each. I carried besides an aneroid by Cooke, which proved to be of xcellent quality. The third set of apparatus was taken in some faint hope hat I might be able to arrange for a third set of simultaneous readings at he Grands Mulets. In this I was disappointed. Notwithstanding the xeatest care had been taken, one of the barometers was found on the Breent on the 9th to be deranged, and one of the actinometers to be broken ; nd on the 12th a second actinometer was broken at Chamonix by an accilent. I thought it best to leave the remaining barometer for the valley bservations, and to depend upon the thermobarometer, as being more porable and less liable to fracture, for the readings on the summit. I was ventually obliged to rest satisfied with a single observation of this ; and he downward range of the small thermometer unfortunately proved too
